
NPC Become 101 

Chapter 101: Cannon Fodder NPCs Won’t Give Villain Quests 

 

 

 

The girl stared at the big dog and asked seductively,” 

 

“You… Do you desire power?” 

 

The dog, which was finally able to breathe because Vivian had retracted her breath, was stunned again 

after hearing the girl’s words. 

 

What the hell? 

 

Vivian asked me if I desired power? 

 

The big mutt really wanted to reply,”Then what is the gave it to the girl, but he still held it in, because his 

brain had finally turned around. 

 

Although he did not know why. 

 

But… 

 

The current him…He was clearly here at Vivian’s place, triggering a hidden plot! 

 

If he were to lose such a great opportunity with his mouth, the big mutt would definitely want to kill 

himself. 

 

Hence, there was no need to hesitate. The big mutt nodded fiercely. 

 



“Yes! Lady Vivian!” 

 

This guy was too good. He even added the word ‘Daren’ to his name. 

 

On the other side, the girl was very satisfied with the big mutt’s obedient attitude and the respectful 

way he addressed her. 

 

Vivian, who was under the control of the second personality, nodded and said again,” 

 

“Very good.” 

 

“Since you want to, I have a secret mission for you.” 

 

A secret mission? 

 

The dog’s eyes lit up, and his heart was burning. He was trembling with excitement. If he was also an 

NPC, then the dog’s favorability towards Vivian would definitely increase. 

 

It was not just because of the mission that Vivian had given him…Well, that was part of it, but Vivian’s 

image had also changed. 

 

Sometimes, people were really strange. 

 

If you were nice to him, he would think that you were easy to bully. However, if you pressured him and 

played with him, showing his dark side, he would not be able to forget you. 

 

The big dog now had this feeling. 

 

Moreover, he had a hunch that, combined with Vivian’s current abnormality, this secret mission would 

probably start a new top-secret plot! 



 

It was even more likely… 

 

It was not a positive plot! 

 

After that, as expected. 

 

Vivian’s next words caught the dog off guard even though it was mentally prepared. 

 

“I need you to do your best to delay the completion of the portal that Damir and the others are building 

in Crimson Flame Town. 

 

“Wha… What?” 

 

The dog was so shocked that he almost barked, but he quickly covered his mouth when he noticed 

Vivian’s frown. 

 

“Lady Vivian, you mean… You want me to stop the Teleportation Gate from being established?” 

 

“If you can do it, that would be even better. “The girl nodded. However, with the strength of the 

outlanders, it would be good enough if they could stall for time, let alone stop them. 

 

“This… But… But isn’t the teleportation gate for…” The big mutt was a little confused for a moment. 

 

Which side was Vivian on? 

 

The players were all aware of the teleportation portal plan of Fire Code City. It was such a crucial 

teleportation portal, but Vivian wanted him to destroy it? 

 



“Are you willing or not?” Seeing that the dog still wanted to ask more questions, the second personality 

was a little impatient. 

 

one. There were many more waiting for her to find. 

 

“Willing… Of course, I’m willing to serve Lady Vivian! No matter what!” On the other side, the big dog 

agreed without hesitation. 

 

As soon as he said that, Vivian did not waste any time. She instantly disappeared in front of him, leaving 

only a system notification. 

 

[You have accepted a new quest, ‘Stop the Teleportation Portal’.] 

 

[Stop the portal] 

 

[Mission Description: Vivian, who should be the main force of Red Flame Town against the Fallen Abyss, 

suddenly asked you to stop the construction of the portal. You can do whatever you want, such as 

igniting the materials needed to build the portal or obstructing the transportation of materials. Of 

course, if you are strong enough and have the courage, you can even choose to attack Damir, the key 

person who activated the portal! 

 

[Mission objective: Stop the Teleportation Gate from being completed before 

 

12 noon.] 

 

[Mission Reward: 50,000 experience points] 

 

Chapter 102: The Last Calm Before the Storm 

 

 

 



There were more than ten players like the dog who received the classic villain quest from Vivian. 

 

These people were not randomly chosen. 

 

Liao Zixuan had specially picked out those players who were previously greedy and unwilling to pay for 

the equipment rental. 

 

These types of players had a few things in common. 

 

For example, he placed his own interests first and didn’t care much about how the game’s plot went. 

Also, because he was taught a lesson by the wolf cubs and died several times, his current life wasn’t very 

good. 

 

Good people had their uses, and bad people had their uses. 

 

Most of the mainstream players, especially the Summonmoners, had developed an obvious hatred 

towards Fallen Abyss after Liao Zixuan used the origin of the Orirocks to guide them. They stood on the 

opposite side. 

 

At this time, if they were given the same villain quest, it would only backfire. Not only would it shake the 

morale of the players, but it was also uncertain whether the players would buy it. 

 

After all, although Liao Zixuan had always treated the players as tools, they also had feelings. They had 

protected Red Flame Town for so long and fought with Fallen Abyss to the death. In the end, at the last 

step, you told me to block the Teleportation Gate and delay everyone’s retreat. Isn’t this equivalent to 

helping Fallen Abyss? 

 

Even if the truth was the opposite. 

 

However, the bad guys did not have such concerns. 

 

It could also be said that when people were in trouble, they were all bad guys. 



 

Fallen Abyss, Teleportation Gate, and Red Flame Town’s retreat plan. 

 

Just like the big mutt, they were now so far behind the mainstream forces. The first thing they had to do 

was to think about how to catch up as soon as possible. As for whether it was a villain mission or 

whether it would have any negative effects on the plot, who cared! 

 

Liao Zixuan and the second personality took advantage of the mentality of these players, so they easily 

achieved their goal. 

 

He saw that the construction of the Teleportation Portal, which was originally in an orderly manner, 

gradually began to show signs of abnormality. 

 

Damir and the others needed a lot of materials to build the Teleportation Portal. They could not let their 

own people do all the work, so they had issued many missions to collect materials for the Players. 

 

However, Damir soon realized that the speed at which these foreigners submitted their materials was 

getting slower and slower. The most infuriating thing was that some foreigners disappeared after they 

had completed their missions, causing the overall progress to be greatly slowed down. 

 

This wasn’t the end. A series of events that followed made Damir even more furious. 

 

For example, a fire suddenly broke out for no reason, and the wood that they had painstakingly 

collected was all burned up. For example, the cart used to transport materials frequently broke down for 

some reason. 

 

What made the little wolf cubs want to laugh the most was that there was actually a bold player who 

risked his life to provoke Damir, who was in a fit of rage. Naturally, he didn’t die, but he was half-

crippled. 

 

But in short… 

 

“Is this what you want?” 



 

On a hill high above Red Flame Town, the night was gradually thinning. A few faint rays of light lit up 

from the distant horizon. 

 

Although the earth was still shrouded in darkness, the rising sun still brought some light. 

 

They were scattered around the wolf cubs, and they had quietly returned to Liao Zixuan’s side. The girl 

who was hiding in the shadows revealed a vague outline. 

 

Behind him, Vivian’s second personality’s voice sounded, and the wolf cub nodded. 

 

The Teleport Portal, which was originally planned to be completed by daybreak, was still a long way off 

due to the delay of the Players. 

 

‘ Although I don’t understand why you’re doing this, you know that it’s impossible for these foreigners 

to stop the Teleportation Gate. The Teleportation Gate between Red Flame Town and Fire Code City is 

already a foregone conclusion. 

 

The girl looked down at the chaotic Red Flame Town, but the wolf cub did not continue the second 

personality’s words. 

 

After all, a slight delay was enough. 

 

Liao Zixuan looked at the experience pool that had risen to 2.7 million. He was only 800,000 away from 

entering the growth phase. 

 

At this rate, he might be able to break through the level 20 barrier before noon and completely break 

out of his infancy. 

 

Seeing that Liao Zixuan did not answer her question, the second personality was not angry. She only 

said, 

 



“However, I don’t care what you want to do. Since I’ve helped you complete the task according to your 

request, I hope you won’t forget the agreement we made. 

 

After the second personality finished speaking, footsteps sounded. 

 

She walked from the back to the front, squatted down, lifted the hood on her head, and stared at the 

wolf cub by her legs with eyes that belonged to both Vivian and her. 

 

The young girl said in a threatening tone, “I don’t care what you want to do.” 

 

“But…’ 

 

“You have to protect yourself. At the very least, you can’t let yourself fall into any dangerous situation. ” 

 

“I know, I know.” Liao Zixuan impatiently waved his little paw in front of the girl. 

 

After getting Liao Zixuan’s reply, the second personality stood up again. 

 

After that, she seemed to be afraid that Liao Zixuan would misunderstand something, so she quickly 

added, 

 

‘ Humph, don’t think that I’m concerned about you. I just don’t want Vivian to be involved. You must 

know that if anything happens to you, with Vivian’s personality, she will save you no matter how risky it 

is..” 

 

Chapter 103: The Peace Before and After the Storm (2) 

 

 

 

“So, I’m not discussing with you. I’m not! Allow! Xu! Something happened to you.” After the girl finished 

speaking, her small face became stern and she pretended to cross her arms in front of her chest. 



 

Liao Zixuan felt that it would be even better if he could give the second personality a pair of high heels! 

 

‘ By the way, when you go back later, don’t be in a hurry to sleep. When the portal is built at noon, tell 

Vivian to go in first. 

 

“After that, don’t bother about anything else. Do everything you can to enter the Fire Code City. I will 

help you buy some time here. 

 

“As long as you enter the Fire Code City, even if the God of Fire acts up again, you will definitely be 

safe.” 

 

To be on the safe side, the little wolf cub reminded him. 

 

After all, with the current Fire God, the Fallen Abyss would at most take advantage of his lack of 

vigilance and secretly do some small tricks. For example, he had tampered with the teleportation gate 

this time and teleported all the Fallen Abyss creatures in the Dreadclaw Forest to Fire Code City. 

 

Although it sounded scary, Liao Zixuan knew that compared to the terrifying disasters in the future, this 

was just a simple test. 

 

After all, even though there were many of them, they were not very strong. The only thing that was 

worth looking at was the Level 40 creature at the source of the Fallen Abyss. It could be considered a 

Transcendent-level creature that had been forcefully promoted…No, it was a Pseudo-Transcendent 

Bone Dragon. Oh, of course. 

 

The ” not very strong ” here was from Liao Zixuan’s and Vulcan’s point of view. If it was for most of the 

natives and players, it would be considered hopeless. 

 

By the way, when the wolf cubs entered the growth period, or the silly little phoenix, these two 

forbidden monsters could also be counted as ” Desperate Level. ‘ 

 



Therefore, it could be vaguely seen from this that in the world of God Fall, the strength of the top 

powers was still the deciding factor in a battle. 

 

A Level 40 Pseudo-Transcendent Bone Dragon…lt really wasn’t enough. 

 

At the very least, he had to be a Level 50 or even Level 60 Fallen Abyss Lord. However, if that was the 

case, once the Fire God became serious and was completely enraged, even Fallen Abyss would be in 

trouble. 

 

Never doubt the strength of Nine Gods. Before the frog was completely boiled in warm water and 

completely degenerated to control the Fire God, Fallen Abyss would not dare to really attack Fire Code 

City. 

 

On the other side, the girl nodded after the wolf cub’s words. The second personality also knew that she 

had to accompany Vivian at this time. 

 

After basically explaining everything, Liao Zixuan called out to Xue Li. 

 

The black and white giant wolf appeared. Shirley lowered her head and carefully picked up the little wolf 

cub before gently placing it on her back. 

 

“Then we’ll… After the teleportation gate, they would meet again in the Fiery Thunder City. 

 

Liao Zixuan said his goodbyes briefly and had Xue Li jump down from the high hill. The two wolves, one 

big and one small, quickly disappeared into the morning haze. 

 

As he had said before, he had to do it for Vivian… Well, Liao Zixuan admitted that he had found out 

about it out of kindness. He wanted to buy some time for the retreat of the entire Red Flame Town. 

 

When the portal was completed, the monsters in the forest would definitely go on a rampage and 

launch a crazy attack. However, this was not the most terrifying thing. The most terrifying thing was that 

the bone dragon in the depths of the nest would also attack. 

 



The players and native guards of Red Flame Town might still be able to resist 

 

the Fallen Abyss Demon Tide and leave some time for teleportation. However, once the bone dragon 

arrived, the current strength of Red Flame Town would definitely be destroyed. 

 

What Liao Zixuan had to do now was to stop the Bone Dragon. 

 

It would take almost an hour for all the residents of Red Flame Town to use the teleportation gate to 

complete the transfer. In this hour… 

 

The wolf cub on Xue Li’s back licked its lips. 

 

His eyes were bright and full of eagerness. 

 

He would take this level 40 pseudo-transcendent bone dragon as an appetizer. 

 

Let’s test it. If he goes all out after entering the growth stage… 

 

How far could he go? 

 

On the other side. 

 

Looking at the Forest of Dreadclaw, where the wolf cubs and Shirley had disappeared, Vivian, who had 

switched back to her main personality, pursed her lips. 

 

The little girl clenched her hands tightly, as if she had a lot to say, but in the end, she only muttered to 

the place where Liao Zixuan had left, 

 

“Xiao Hei…Good luck!” 

 



[Alright, you asked me to tell that little wolf of yours. I’ve already told him everything, so don’t worry.] 

 

[Besides, compared to your clever little wolf, Vivian, you should take care of yourself first! 

 

[Sigh, really. You haven’t even settled down yet, and you’re already worrying about others.] 

 

[I really can’t stand you…] 

 

The second personality, who had returned to the mental space, kept complaining to the little girl. 

However, Vivian was not impatient. 

 

On the contrary. 

 

She was very grateful and whispered to herself, “The other me also thanks you for doing so much. 

 

The little girl listened to the conversation between the second personality and the wolf cub in the 

spiritual space. 

 

Therefore, Vivian hesitated for a moment, and then she said with a bit of hope and pleading tone,” 

“However…” 

 

[Stop!] 

 

[I know what you want to say again!] 

 

[Hmph, let me tell you, if that little wolf of yours still wants to court death after my warning, I won’t help 

you no matter how dangerous he is! “Just once!” Vivian put her hands together, and the little girl looked 

pitiful. 

 

“Just once!” 



 

The little girl twisted her body and blinked her watery eyes. 

 

However, in the face of Vivian’s pleading, the second personality in the spiritual space did not budge at 

all. 

 

The little girl had no choice but to use her trump card. 

 

“You also know the other me. If something really happened to Little Black, then I… I… I can’t live 

anymore!” 

 

Vivian stomped her foot without a care. 

 

She even managed to squeeze out a few drops of tears from her eyes, which were faintly visible in the 

air. It was as if she was really imagining the miserable scene of being separated from the human and the 

wolf. 

 

[You!] 

 

[You!] 

 

[You’re infuriating me!] 

 

When the second personality in her mind finished speaking in a frustrated yet helpless tone, Vivian 

wiped the tears from the corners of her eyes. The little girl’s grief-stricken face instantly blossomed into 

a smile. 

 

“The other me, with you around…” 

 

“That’s great.” 

 



“It’s true!” Vivian seemed to like to repeat it with emphasis at the end. 

 

[Humph!] 

 

It was unknown if the second personality was too shy or ran away in anger. In short, after leaving such a 

heavy nasal sound, he did not make any more sounds. 

 

Vivian stopped chatting. She quickly returned to Red Flame Town and found her brother and father. 

 

It was worth mentioning that, as the Teleportation Gate was about to be completed, the natives of Red 

Flame Town were now divided into three groups. 

 

After all, the teleportation had to be done in order, and it was impossible for everyone to rush in at the 

same time. 

 

The first wave was also the closest to the portal. The people who were the most prioritized to be 

transferred were the powerful people in Red Flame Town. The second wave was in the middle, which 

was the original residents of Red Flame Town. As for the outermost ones, they were the villagers who 

had fled from the surrounding villages. 

 

Even Harvey and Damir had no objections to this distribution. This was a rule that everyone tacitly 

agreed on. 

 

The only thing that Harvey and Thorin could do was to arrange for themselves and all the guards of 

Crimson Flame Town to be the last to arrive, just in case. 

 

No matter which world it was, the heroic commanders and soldiers, no matter how divided the people 

were, in the face of a retreat under a disaster, the soldiers would always be ranked behind the people. 

They were the strongest shield. 

 

At first, Vivian was in the third wave, the refugee area at the outermost edge of the portal, looking for 

her family. She wanted to take her brother and father forward. 

 



However, after searching for a long time, she couldn’t find any trace of him. Just as she was feeling a 

little anxious, she heard her brother Andy’s voice coming from the inner area of the Teleportation Gate. 

 

“Sister! Here, here!” 

 

Andy, who was only a few years old, tried his best to jump up and wave his little hand in Vivian’s 

direction. 

 

The little girl immediately looked in the direction of the voice. Then, she was surprised to find that there 

were two other strangers beside her brother and father. One of them was wearing a noble butler’s 

uniform, and the other was following them like a guard.. 

 

Chapter 104: Cannon Fodder NPC Won I t Be Favored by Nobles (1) 

 

 

 

According to the distance from the teleportation gate, the first, second, and third grade areas were 

divided. The deeper one went, the more guards there were. Not everyone could walk around casually. 

 

However, when the guards saw Vivian, they did not question her further and let her go. Apparently, the 

little girl had some reputation in Red Flame Town. “Sister!” In the first-class area of the closed beta, 

Andy jumped into the little girl’s arms when he saw Vivian approaching. 

 

However, Vivian’s attention was focused on the two strangers who were beside her family. 

 

Sensing the girl’s gaze, Butler Robert smiled. Without waiting for the girl to ask, he took the initiative to 

speak first. 

 

“Hello, Miss Vivian. My name is Robert. We met not long ago. Miss Vivian, have you forgotten? I was a 

guest at your house and praised your sewing skills. 

 

“Ah? Guest?” Vivian was confused at first. 



 

It wasn’t until her father, who was beside her, kept winking at her and mouthed the word ” maid ” that 

the little girl finally remembered. “You… You’re the one who made a deal with my father…” 

 

Vivian could not be blamed for being slow. 

 

After all, it wasn’t as nice as Robert had said. She was just testing Vivian’s worth as a maid. 

 

However, just as the young lady was about to tell him that she had been sold as a servant, Butler Robert 

interrupted her. 

 

He was deliberately avoiding it, even trying to make Vivian forget about it. 

 

Robert cleverly changed the topic. 

 

‘ Oh, right, Miss Vivian, please allow me to apologize to you. I took the liberty of bringing your father and 

brother here, but I think it’s better to be closer to the portal at this time. After all, it’s the fastest and 

safest way to evacuate from Fire Code City.” 

 

There were countless commoners in the town who were desperately trying to move forvvard. Some 

merchants and shop owners were even willing to spend a lot of money just to buy a seat in the first-class 

area. 

 

Therefore, there was no doubt that the butler was being very tactful. 

 

To win Vivian over, it was not just a matter of words. Robert was very shrewd. He had been patient and 

did not take the initiative to disturb Vivian. Instead, he started with the little girl’s family. 

 

As for the effect, it was also very remarkable. 

 

“No, no, no! I still have to thank Luo… Mr. Robert, I’m planning to do the same. “Vivian quickly thanked 

him. 



 

However, what surprised the girl even more was yet to come. 

 

“Miss Vivian, according to the information I received, even if we teleport to Fire Code City, they will not 

open the city gates to let us in.” 

 

As one of the ancient nobles, the Sisre family was naturally well-informed. 

 

The Fire Code City had long been locked up, not to mention the large number of refugees this time. The 

major forces in the city, no matter how much they fought openly or secretly, were surprisingly united in 

the face of this incident. They unanimously put pressure on the city guards, demanding that they must 

not let this group of people from Red Flame Town enter the city. 

 

But now, since this noble butler had taken the initiative to mention this matter, it meant that he must 

have already found a way to resolve it. 

 

As expected. 

 

His tone changed. 

 

“However, my family’s Earl has contacted the city guards and can ask them to provide us with a special 

passage into the city. ” 

 

“I just don’t know…” 

 

“Miss Vivian, would you like to come with us and enter the city directly after the teleportation?” 

 

Robert smiled and extended an invitation. 

 

As the chief steward of a large noble family, he was naturally able to win people’s hearts easily. 

 



“Really…Really?” Vivian was surprised again. 

 

Then, the little girl quickly reacted and bowed deeply. She quickly thanked him,”Then I’ll leave it to you, 

Mr. Robert!” 

 

“I… I really don’t know how to thank you for your great kindness…” 

 

Vivian was telling the truth. 

 

Without Robert’s help, it would be easy for the little girl to enter the city alone. After all, she only 

needed to switch to her second personality. However, it would be much more difficult if she wanted to 

bring her brother and father along. 

 

‘ Haha, Miss Vivian, you’re too kind. For a powerful Spell Caster like you to come to our Sisre family as a 

guest after this crisis is already the greatest reward for us. 

 

“Ah, this…This, this isn’t good, right? People like me…” 

 

When Vivian heard that she was going to be invited to the noble’s mansion, she immediately flinched. 

 

The little girl had the mindset of a commoner who was born inferior to others. After all, she had been a 

village girl for many years and had only gained strength for a few days. 

 

Therefore, when faced with someone of a higher social class than herself, the girl would subconsciously 

feel inferior. 

 

On the other side, when he saw Vivian’s panicked expression, a hint of disdain flashed across the eyes of 

the guest mage Lake, who was in charge of guarding Robert and was sent by his family. 

 

In his opinion, the identity of a person at birth determined everything. They were originally lowly 

country bumpkins. Even if they obtained strength, they were still inferior to city people like them. 

 



It was just an invitation, and Vivian was so flattered. 

 

However, Robert, who was beside Lake, was the opposite. 

 

The old butler did not look down on Vivian at all. Instead, he admired her even more and was 

determined to win her over. 

 

Mage Lake only saw the little girl’s humble attitude, but what Butler Robert saw was Vivian’s extremely 

pure heart. 

 

As long as they could build a good relationship with someone with unlimited potential and a clean mind, 

they would definitely be willing to sacrifice their lives for the family in the future. 

 

This was probably why Lake had only managed to become a guest master after his entire life, but Robert 

had managed to become the chief steward. 

 

But of course, even if the noble butler was shrewd, he could not have predicted that Vivian was pure, 

but the problem was that the little girl was not alone at all. 

 

To be precise, there was a wolf cub with a heart darker than coal behind Vivian. 

 

Therefore, Robert’s plan to rope Vivian into the family and even make her a member of the family was 

doomed to fail. 

 

However, at this moment, he naturally did not know this. 

 

The noble butler was still very enthusiastic about Vivian. 

 

How can you say that, Miss Vivian? I’ve heard that even the famous genius mage Damir of Fire Code City 

is full of praise for you.” 

 



” Moreover, the daughter of my Earl is going to the Noble Academy to study the Spell Caster profession 

this year. Miss is about the same age as you. If Miss can receive your guidance and become friends with 

you, I think even the Earl will be very happy. ” 

 

“So, Miss Vivian, please don’t reject our invitation to be a guest at the Cecil family.” 

 

“Alright, alright…Alright then.” 

 

“After this crisis is over, then…Sorry to disturb you.” 

 

Robert had already said this. 

 

In addition, Vivian’s father, Anlu, was frantically winking at his daughter. He even kept tugging at the 

corner of the little girl’s clothes, almost tearing them. 

 

In short, no matter what, there was no reason for Vivian to refuse. The girl stammered and agreed. 

 

In fact, Vivian still felt like she was in a fog. 

 

The young lady had never thought that she would one day be able to enter Fire Code City, enter the 

residence of a noble Earl, and even have the chance to talk to the other party’s daughter and become 

friends. 

 

While Vivian was feeling nervous, worried, and expectant, Mage Lake Lake, who had been listening 

quietly, clenched his teeth and clenched his fists. 

 

Previously, he did not care even if Vivian was invited to the Earl’s house. However, when Robert 

mentioned that Vivian would meet the Earl’s daughter and even guide her, Lake could not sit still. 

 

Everyone knew that Count Sisre only had one daughter, and he doted on her very much. It could be said 

that she was the apple of his eye. 

 



This young lady would definitely inherit her father’s position in the future and become the Countess of 

the Sisre family. When a man held a high position, there would be women who would try to climb up to 

him. This was also a gender swap. 

 

Countless young men wanted to build a relationship with this Earl’s daughter. After all, if there were any 

results, it would definitely be a carp leaping over the dragon gate and becoming a winner in life. 

 

Lake was naturally one of them. 

 

Furthermore, he had already planned to take advantage of the time when the Earl’s daughter was going 

to learn magic. He would make use of the fact that he was also a mage to apply to be her mentor. 

Wouldn’t that close the gap between him and the Earl’s daughter? 

 

But who would have thought…Who would have thought… 

 

Lake had done his homework and preparations for this, but at this critical juncture, it was actually 

snatched away by this little girl who came from some remote village! 

 

However, Lake soon had no time to hold a grudge against Vivian. 

 

As a mage, he was the first to notice the huge mana fluctuations that were rapidly spreading from the 

Teleportation Gate. 

 

Soon, even if one was not a Spell Caster, as long as one was not blind, they could see a dazzling blue halo 

finally spreading out from the long-silent Teleportation Gate. 

 

Steward Robert, who had been chatting with Vivian to improve their relationship, also shut his mouth 

and turned his head to look. 

 

It could be said that at this moment, everyone in Crimson Flame Town looked at the teleportation gate 

that was emitting blue light at the center of the town. Even though the players had delayed a lot of time 

due to the wolf cub’s mission. 

 



But in the end, at the end of noon… 

 

This portal carried the hope of all the refugees in Crimson Flame Town. It also symbolized that they 

could escape from danger and stay away from those unknown and terrifying monsters… 

 

Finally… 

 

It was completed! 

Chapter 105: Teleportation Door, Fallen Abyss Riot, Entering the Growth Phase!_l 

 

 

 

“Sister…” The younger brother hugged Vivian tightly. 

 

Andy raised his head and looked at the huge and mysterious portal that was very close to them. His 

heart was filled with fear and panic towards the unknown. 

 

There were many people like Andy. 

 

Especially the ordinary residents of Crimson Flame Town, as well as the villagers who had escaped from 

the countryside. They had little experience. Just the momentum of the Advanced Magic alone made 

them instinctively afraid and flustered. 

 

The guards were also mobilized at this time to maintain order in the crowd. 

 

Meanwhile, Vivian was gently stroking her brother’s head. 

 

“It’s okay, Andy.” 

 

“We’ll definitely be fine, everyone… He will definitely be fine.” 



 

“After all…There are so many people silently protecting us! “Even though the girl’s hands were shaking, 

her tone was firm. 

 

Vivian’s gaze swept over the soldiers of Red Flame Town who were doing their duty under the command 

of Mayor Thorin. Her gaze swept over Damir and Harvey, who were preparing for the final activation of 

the portal. 

 

In the end, the young girl’s gaze looked even further away. 

 

Even though they were miles apart, Vivian could still feel that Blackie must be doing something for them 

in his own way. 

 

“Damir, are you ready?” At the foot of the portal, Commander Harvey, who was wearing knight mail 

armor, asked the young man beside him in a serious voice. 

 

“You only have one chance. This concerns the lives of tens of thousands of people in Red Flame Town. 

You must activate it successfully and connect the portal to Maggie and Fire Code City! ” 

 

Beside Harvey, the young mage took a deep breath and nodded. 

 

Seeing this, the commander did not say anything else. 

 

He made room for Damir and did not disturb him. He only patted Damir’s shoulder and said solemnly in 

his ear, 

 

“Good luck! ” 

 

He closed his eyes. 

 

Damir gathered all the mana in his body. When he opened his eyes again, countless blue mana rays 

burst out. 



 

A series of obscure incantations quickly came out of the young mage’s mouth. At the same time, as 

Damir activated his spell, the Teleportation Stone at the core of the Teleportation Portal began to shine. 

 

On the other side, at the top of the Fire God Tower in the distant Fire Code City. 

 

Next to the unconscious Archbishop Maggie, the teleportation circle she had drawn lit up with the same 

light as Damir’s guidance and began to respond. 

 

However, the only unusual thing was that the teleportation array was completely lit up at first, but soon, 

with the interference of some strange patterns, a small portion of the nodes in the array gradually lost 

their light and dimmed. 

 

However, this did not affect the communication between the two parties. 

 

He saw… 

 

After receiving the reply from Fire Code City, the teleportation gate in Red Flame Town began to 

replicate a similar array. 

 

Under the effect of Damir’s incantation, the complicated magic runes quickly climbed up the portal and 

imprinted themselves on it. 

 

When more and more magic runes filled the entire Teleportation Gate. 

 

“Open!” Damir roared. 

 

In an instant, the powerful mana flow was like a gale, making everyone involuntarily raise their hands to 

protect their chests. At the same time, a blue pillar of light shot into the sky from the top of the portal. 

 

Soon, the empty portal began to produce more and more ripples at the center. In the blink of an eye, it 

was like a mirror or a lake reflecting the scene behind the portal. 



 

It was a tall and majestic city. 

 

Vaguely, the statue of the Fire God could be seen standing in the middle of the city. 

 

Fire Code City! 

 

“Success…lt’s a success!” 

 

“It’s Fire Law City! I can see the Fire Law City on the other side!” 

 

“Fire…God of Fire, we are saved!” 

 

After the first person cheered, a large number of cheers surged like a tide. Joy and excitement quickly 

filled the faces of everyone in Red Flame Town. 

 

“What a beautiful job!” Harvey, who had been on tenterhooks, jumped up when he saw the reflection of 

Fire Code City. 

 

He rushed over excitedly, not caring that he was wearing chainmail. He gave Damir a big bear hug. 

 

Mayor Thorin’s face, which had turned red from holding his breath, finally heaved a long sigh of relief. 

 

Lake and Robert were also relieved and completely relaxed. 

 

“Miss Vivian, let’s go. 

 

There was not much time to exclaim. In the first-class area closest to the portal, the nobles of Red Flame 

Town immediately entered the portal and began to teleport. 

 



Vivian nodded and held her brother Andy’s hand tightly. The little girl and the others followed Robert 

and Lake through the door. 

 

Before Vivian left, she took one last deep look in the direction of the Dreadclaw Forest, and their figures 

finally disappeared from Red Flame Town. 

 

So far, everything had gone smoothly. 

 

But the good times did not last long. 

 

It could even be said to be very short. 

 

Even before all the dignitaries in the area had entered the portal, a series of hurried footsteps rang in 

Harvey’s ears. 

 

Seeing the frightened expression on the sentries ‘faces, even the people in Red Flame Town who were 

all focused on the portal and anxiously waiting for the teleportation also noticed the abnormality. 

Because that’s the ground beneath their feet… 

 

It was vibrating slightly. 

 

At first, it was just a slight tremor, but after a few breaths, the tremor from the ground became stronger 

and stronger. 

 

A strong sense of foreboding rose in everyone’s hearts. 

 

Harvey and Mayor Thorin looked at each other. 

 

A second ago, they were still excited and happy about the success of the teleportation gate. In the next 

second, they returned to their previous expressions. No, they were even more serious and terrifying 

than before. 

 



He still felt a little lucky. 

 

Unfortunately… 

 

“Ha… Sir Harvey, bad news! Not good! Those festered monsters…They… 

 

They started to rush towards Red Flame Town like crazy! 

 

‘ Sentinel, calm down! Commander Harvey shouted, hoping that the sentries would not be so 

frightened. 

 

Harvey had already anticipated this situation and was prepared for it. 

 

However, the sentry’s words caused the expression of the highest commander of the Fire Code City’s 

knights to change. 

 

“Tell me clearly how many enemies there are. “No, no, no. No, no, no…Sir Harvey didn’t care about the 

number of people!” The sentry shook his head frantically. 

 

Deep fear appeared in his eyes. When he recalled the scene he saw, the sentry trembled all over and 

wanted to escape. 

 

Finally, his throat trembled, and he swallowed hard to suppress the trembling. 

 

Then, he said to Harvey, Mayor Thorin, and Damir,” 

 

“Yes… It was… All the monsters in the entire Dreadclaw Forest! 

 

“All of them!” 

 



“They… They’re all running out of the forest…” 

 

“It’s a huge black mass. It’s simply… He couldn’t see the end! I can’t see the end!” 

 

In the forest of fear’s claws. 

 

Dust flew, trees fell, and forests were destroyed. The demon wave raged. 

 

When the blue beam of light that represented the opening of the Teleportation Gate shot into the sky, it 

was as if it had received a signal. Countless Fallen Abyss monsters swarmed out in the blink of an eye! 

 

At the same time, a deafening dragon roar that seemed to have been suppressed for a long time 

erupted from the deepest part of the Dreadclaw Forest. 

 

A pair of bone wings that were dozens of meters long extended from the horizon of the forest and 

flapped. 

 

A ferocious and terrifying bone dragon that emitted an absolutely dangerous and fatal aura finally left its 

nest and began to reveal its true form to this world. 

 

Of course, at this moment, it was also not far from it. 

 

The two wolves, one big and one small, looked up at the Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon that was about to 

fly toward Red Flame Town. 

 

“Xue Li, take care of yourself.” 

 

Liao Zixuan jumped down from the back of the black and white wolf. The wolf cub pretended to stretch 

its waist and stretched its muscles as if it was doing warm-up exercises. 

 

At this moment, Xue Li’s wolf head came over, her eyes filled with worry. 



 

“Don’t worry.” 

 

“If you don’t believe me…Look.” 

 

Liao Zixuan used his wolf paw to stroke Shirley’s head. After he finished speaking, he used the 3,500,000 

experience points that had already been accumulated and even a lot of experience points that had been 

overflowing into himself. 

 

[Ding, your summoned beast “Little Black” has leveled up.] [Ding, your…] 

 

[Ding, your summoned beast ” Little Black ” has reached Level 20] 

 

[Ding, your summoned beast has met the level requirements and has successfully evolved from the 

“infant stage” to the “growth stage” stage.] 

 

[Ding, after entering the growth period, your Summoned Beast has automatically risen to level 30, and 

all your specialties have been upgraded. Moreover, based on your bloodline, you have comprehended a 

new talent.] 

 

[Ding, your summoned beast “Little Black” has comprehended a new talent 

 

“Transformation”] 

 

[Ding, your summoned beast “Little Black” has comprehended a new talent 

 

“Body of Black Flame”] 

 

[Ding, your…] 

 



Just like that, just as Xue Li was about to suffocate from the pressure of the powerful aura, the little wolf 

cub’s surging power finally stopped. 

 

Then, something that would shock Xue Li for 500 years happened. 

 

In front of her, a second ago, it was still a little wolf cub. However, in the next second, the little wolf cub 

had disappeared. In its place was a black-haired youth who looked like a human. 

 

“Ah…” Liao Zixuan let out a comfortable moan. This time, it was no longer a wolf howl, but a real human 

voice. 

 

“Xue Li, wait for me obediently.” 

 

After conversing with Cher in a human voice that he had not heard for a long time, the black-haired 

youth raised his head and looked up at the huge bone dragon that had already flown into the sky, as if it 

was about to cover the sky. “Ah, looks like I’m still not very familiar with my first transformation. My 

neck starts to hurt when I raise it…Oh no, don’t tell me I have cervical vertebra disease at such a young 

age! 

 

“Sigh, forget it.” 

 

“I don’t care.” 

 

“Anyway, for the sake of my health, I really can’t keep raising my head. I’ll be sorry, Brother Bone 

Dragon. I can only…. I pulled it down!” 

Chapter 106: Despair and Hope 

 

 

 

“Calm down! Everyone calm down!” 

 



“Don’t all rush forward. Enter in batches! Enter in batches!” Commander Harvey shouted at the chaotic 

teleportation gate. 

 

But even if Harvey shouted loudly, the situation did not improve at all. 

 

Whether it was the news sent by the sentries from the front line or the increasingly obvious tremors on 

the ground, fear had spread rapidly among the tens of thousands of refugees in Red Flame Town. 

 

The crowd that had been obeying orders and queuing up in an orderly manner was now terrified and in 

a mess. 

 

They all knew that the terrifying monsters from the Dreadclaw Forest were rushing toward Red Flame 

Town at an extremely fast speed. 

 

Under the threat of death, everyone wanted to hurry through the portal to the safe Fire Code City, so 

they all tried their best to squeeze through the portal at the center. 

 

But this led to… 

 

“Mommy…Sob, sob, sob…Mom, where are you?” 

 

“Stop! Let me stand up. You, you stop stepping on me! Ah…” 

 

“Die…Someone died! ” 

 

“Get out of the way!” 

 

The teleportation gate was only so big, and tens of thousands of people were squeezing in at the same 

time, which naturally caused the teleportation efficiency to be even worse. 

 



Furthermore, countless people had already died in the stampede before the Fallen Abyss monsters 

could attack. 

 

Fear itself was far more terrifying than a terrifying monster. 

 

“Damn it! Why were these monsters always fine before, but at this moment! “Harvey punched the tree 

next to him. 

 

His sharp intuition had already allowed Harvey to sense a few abnormalities behind him. But now, 

Harvey had no time to think. He had to stop the chaos in Red Flame Town first. 

 

“Damir!” Harvey tried to use a roar to wake up Damir, who was completely stunned by the shock. 

 

“Damir!” 

 

Unfortunately, the young mage was still in a daze, as if he hadn’t heard anything. 

 

Damir couldn’t be blamed for this. When tens of thousands of terrified, fearful, and crazed faces 

surrounded you and surged in front of you, not everyone could be as calm and composed as Harvey. 

 

Of course, the solution to this situation was very simple. 

 

Pa! 

 

Harvey directly slapped the young mage’s face, almost sending his fragile body flying. 

 

However, the burning pain finally pulled Damir back to reality. 

 

“Use your magic and think of something! ” 

 



“Oh… Okay, it’s… Yes! 

 

Damir only reacted after he came back to his senses. He racked his brains and quickly searched for spells 

that he could use at the moment. 

 

Fortunately, the mage here was Damir, who had a huge amount of magic reserves. If it was any other 

Fire God Church Spell Caster, they would not be able to do anything in such a short time even if they 

racked their brains. 

 

After all, the Fire God was not good at pacifying the mind. That was the domain of the Water God and 

the Rock God. 

 

A senes or Incantation synaD1es came trom Danur’s moutn, ancl tne magic power formed a 

corresponding spell under the combination of the incantation. 

 

“Soul Shriek!” 

 

It was the rarest of the Tier 2 Psychic Spells. Its main function was to intimidate the opponent in battle, 

so as to achieve the goal of temporarily slowing the opponent down. 

 

As expected of the son of the future version, the number one genius mage of Fire Code City. Damir 

relied on his knowledge to temporarily suppress the situation. 

 

An invisible soul sound wave spread out with the young mage at the center, radiating to the chaotic 

crowd around the portal. 

 

In an instant, all the crowding and trampling stopped. The panicked expressions on the refugees ‘faces 

disappeared, replaced by confusion. 

 

“Soldiers! Gather!” 

 

“Maintain order!” 



 

There was no time to praise Mill’s performance. Harvey took advantage of the temporary silence of the 

refugees to quickly organize the guards of Red Flame Town to restore order and rescue those who were 

injured in the chaos. 

 

The situation finally took a turn for the better. Although there were still one or two local disturbances, it 

was generally stabilized. 

 

After the first time, no matter how scared the refugees were, they were no longer as crowded as before. 

They knew that if this continued, everyone would be finished. 

 

Under the command of Harvey and Mayor Thorin, the teleportation team slowly began to move in an 

orderly manner. 

 

It seemed like everything was developing for the better. 

 

But… 

 

At this moment. 

 

Another change occurred! 

 

A deafening roar of a giant dragon resounded in the sky. Even though it was far away, it still seemed to 

be right in the ears of everyone in Red Flame Town. 

 

Damir, Harvey, and Lin… 

 

Hundreds of closed beta players… 

 

Tens of thousands of refugees lined up to escape through teleportation… 

 



Everyone subconsciously looked toward the source of the dragon’s roar, which was the Dreadclaw 

Forest. 

 

And then… 

 

It was as if he had just lit a match in the cold night, but in the next moment, it was mercilessly blown out 

by the whistling cold wind. 

 

When the Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon flew out of its nest and spread its sky-covering bone wings in the 

air, it appeared. 

 

Even though they could only see a vague outline in the distance, it didn’t stop them from bringing 

despair to everyone in Red Flame Town. 

 

It was as if disaster and destruction were one, making it impossible for anyone to resist. They were like 

ants in front of the other party, without any room for struggle. 

 

Even Harvey, who had been calm in the face of danger, subconsciously thought of running when he saw 

the Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon floating in the air. 

 

Of course, his second thought was… 

 

Close the portal! 

 

He had to close the portal immediately! 

 

Initially, Harvey had wanted to take a gamble and stop the monsters from coming out of the forest in full 

force, buying time for the refugees to teleport and retreat. 

 

However, when the Bone Dragon appeared, even though Harvey’s emotions were frantically trying to 

stop it, his rationality still told him that he had failed. 

 



The Teleportation Portal plan had failed. 

 

Tms was Decause tne Bone Dragon’s target was 0Dxnous1Y Kea Flame Town. m addition, the monsters 

that had suddenly gone berserk as soon as the portal opened. 

 

Harvey immediately guessed the terrifying truth. 

 

Could it be that these festered monsters were waiting for this moment? Their target was not the mere 

Red Flame Town, but the teleportation gate in Red Flame Town. 

 

They… He wanted to use this portal to go to Fire Code City! 

 

Harvey and Mayor Thorin’s eyes met in the air. They both realized this at the same time, and they saw 

the determination in each other’s eyes. 

 

He absolutely could not allow this bone dragon to descend upon Fire Code City! 

 

Even if he had to give up his own life, even if he had to give up the lives of the tens of thousands of 

refugees in Fire Code City, he would still have to… He closed the portal and shut off their last hope of 

escape. 

 

“Damir!” 

 

“Shut…” 

 

Harvey clenched his fists and gritted his teeth. He hadn’t even uttered a complete ” shut down ” yet. 

 

In the next moment, he could not make a sound. 

 

That was because… 



 

The scene that scared everyone in Crimson Flame Town and dumbfounded all the closed beta players 

happened again. 

 

It was this Bone Dragon that had just appeared and floated in the air, as if it was the embodiment of 

disaster. However, when people blinked their eyes again, they were shocked to discover that this Bone 

Dragon seemed to have been firmly grabbed by something at its tail. 

 

Then, the classic scene of Hulk smashing someone appeared in the minds of every closed beta player. 

 

It was not exactly the same, but it was almost exactly the same. 

 

The Bone Dragon had only been awe-inspiring for a few seconds before it let out another painful 

scream. 

 

Then, a huge force came from the dragon’s tail, directly spinning the bone dragon in the air. After 

drawing a semi-arc, it was finally thrown back into the forest on the ground. 

 

Boom! 

 

Accompanied by a heavy thud like muffled thunder, a large amount of dust flew up and instantly 

enveloped the depths of the forest in the distance. 

 

The commotion was so great that it even covered the tremors of the ground caused by the Fallen Abyss 

monsters running wildly. It was also possible that all the Fallen Abyss monsters stopped moving at this 

moment and turned their heads to look at the depths of the forest where they had fallen. “What the f * 

Ck are you all still doing here?” 

 

Commander Harvey was the first to wake up from the shock. He roared angrily, waking up many of the 

dazed refugees and guards. 

 

“Hurry up! Hurry, now!” 



 

“Everyone, get into the portal! “Harvey didn’t care about cursing people anymore. Or rather, this was 

the time where cursing was needed. 

 

With the Bone Dragon gone, the Teleportation Gate naturally did not have to be so cruel as to close. 

 

Harvey looked at Red Flame Town, which had been pulled back from the cliff. 

 

The highest commander of the knights took one last deep look in the direction of the Dreadclaw Forest, 

where the terrifying bone dragon had not flown since it was dragged to the ground. 

 

“No matter who you are…” 

 

Harvey muttered to himself, but he quickly added. 

 

“Or perhaps…What is it?” 

 

“But I, Harvey, will remember this favor. The entire Red Flame Town and Fire Code City will remember 

it! 

 

“Thank you.. 

 

“He didn’t make us sinners.” 

 

Harvey felt a lingering fear just thinking about it. They were so close, so close, to having Damir close the 

portal in order to prevent the skeletal dragon, to shut off everyone’s hope. 

 

Because if they really did that, even if Fire Code City was temporarily safe, they would definitely become 

the target of hatred for the tens of thousands of refugees in Red Flame Town. 

 



However… 

 

What Harvey didn’t know was that he was just a little bit off, but it wasn’t luck at all. 

 

Instead… 

 

It was destined. 

 

Bean-sized beads of sweat appeared on Damir’s forehead. His lips trembled as he looked at the backs of 

Harvey and Mayor Thorin, who were busy giving instructions. He wanted to say something but didn’t 

dare to. 

 

Because even though Harvey hadn’t said the words to close the portal, Damir still understood and 

prepared to release the closing spell. 

 

This was also the reason why he had such an unprecedented expression of fear. 

 

The others didn’t know, but Damir did. 

 

He was… 

 

He didn’t know why, but it seemed like his closing magic had a negative effect on the portal.. 

 

It’s not working! 

Chapter 107: I Don’t Want to Be Human Anymore 

 

 

 

How should he put it? 

 



It seemed like it was a little too big. 

 

Liao Zixuan, who was in human form, turned his dislocated wrist with heartache, then pressed hard to 

reset it. 

 

Although he looked very handsome when he threw the dragon just now, the price he paid was not 

small. 

 

Even though he had ambushed the Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon and caught it off guard, the backlash 

from the dragon’s struggle had already fractured Liao Zixuan’s arm. 

 

It had to be said that compared to his demonic body, Liao Zixuan only felt how fragile a human body was 

after he transformed into a human form. 

 

So, why did I want to transform into a human? 

 

Well… 

 

This was a good question! 

 

Forget it, it wasn’t easy for him to be a human. He shouldn’t be in such a hurry to return to his wolf 

body. 

 

Seeing that Liao Zixuan was still immersed in the wonderful aftertaste of his new body and ignored him, 

the Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon became even angrier. It opened its mouth and spat out a corrosive dragon 

breath at the human opposite it. 

 

“Oh, sorry, sorry.” Liao Zixuan was shocked. He quickly dodged and apologized. 

 

“Sigh, I was cheated again! Didn’t they say that when the protagonist was in a psychological state, the 

enemy would freeze time?” 

 



At the same time, he cursed under his breath. 

 

Oh, I’m not the main character. It’s Vivian. 

 

Then it was fine. 

 

Finally! 

 

He dodged the corrosive dragon’s breath in a slightly sorry state. He looked at the place where he was 

standing before. A large piece of rock had been instantly evaporated by the dragon’s breath, and the 

ground had become a deep pit. 

 

Liao Zixuan shrunk his neck, then raised his head and looked at the Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon, which he 

had dragged back to the Dreadclaw Lair, with eyes so red that blood could drip out of them. 

 

“Brother Long, why don’t we discuss this?” 

 

“Let’s not fight anymore. Let’s play Fight the Landlord in your lair. After the people in Crimson Flame 

Town have moved away, we’ll go to the portal together. You can fight with your Fire God, and I’ll find 

my Vivian. What do you think?” 

 

Liao Zixuan asked tentatively. 

 

In the end, what answered him was another fierce corrosive breath of the bone dragon. 

 

“F * ck, looks like this guy knows that two people can’t play Fight the Landlord! ” 

 

“Brother Long, calm down. If we really can’t do it, I’ll call Xue Li over. We can gather three people! 

 

It listened to the tiny human opposite it saying something that it could not understand at all. 



 

If this Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon had any rage points, it would definitely be rising rapidly at this 

moment. 

 

It no longer breathed from afar, but flapped its wings. Its huge dragon body moved, and it directly used 

its strength and absolute suppression of its size to charge towards Liao Zixuan. 

 

Boom! 

 

Boom! 

 

Liao Zixuan had managed to dodge the attack, but he only realized the Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon’s true 

purpose after that. 

 

Under the full force of the Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon’s charge, the walls of the Dreadclaw Lair could not 

withstand such a terrifying force and immediately collapsed. 

 

Then, like a domino effect, more and more collapses collapsed in the nest. Just this strike from the Abyss 

Bone Dragon had destroyed the underground nest. 

 

As the cave collapsed, countless sand and gravel rained down like a storm. The Fallen Abyss Skeleton 

Dragon did not care at all. Its entire body was covered in bone spikes that were sharper than metal. This 

little bit of damage could not hurt it at all. Moreover, it had obtained more space to move around, so it 

did not have to be restricted by the space in the underground nest. It could break out of the nest 

directly. 

 

However, Liao Zixuan was different. In his human form, he had to dodge the falling stones. Furthermore, 

Liao Zixuan could tell that this Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon was completely burying him alive! 

 

“Ahem…Cough cough… 

 

Dust flew everywhere. After coming out of the deep pit in the nest, Liao Zixuan kept waving his hands to 

chase away the dust in the air. 



 

Although he was not buried and had successfully come out, he looked very miserable at the moment. 

His face was covered in dust and he was coughing non-stop from choking on the dust. 

 

Of course, what was even less optimistic was that the terrain of the underground nest was narrow, 

which was very beneficial to Liao Zixuan in human form. 

 

But now that the battlefield had changed and the Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon had returned to the vast 

forest, it could unleash its full power. Its sharp bone tail lashed out at Liao Zixuan like a whiD. 

 

He had just dodged in front, but before he could catch his breath, the terrifying dragon claw of the bone 

dragon pounced towards Liao Zixuan’s head again. 

 

Although it was a Level 40 Bone Dragon that had been nurtured by Fallen 

 

Abyss and had not truly bought a Tier 4 Transcendent, even if it was a Pseudo-Transcendent, it was still 

enough to make Liao Zixuan, who had just entered the growth period and reached Level 30, suffer. 

 

In addition, there was no terrain advantage. The entire battle began to show a one-sided situation. The 

Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon was completely suppressing Liao Zixuan. 

 

However, while Liao Zixuan was fleeing in a sorry state, the Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon was not having 

a good time either. 

 

It had also discovered that although the human in front of it dodged its attacks in a dangerous manner 

every time, it really could not hit him at all. 

 

What made the Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon even angrier was that it was anxious about the teleportation 

gate in Red Flame Town. There were several times when it was unwilling to waste time with Liao Zixuan 

and wanted to fly away. 

 



However, every time it spread its wings and prepared to fly into the air, the human opposite it would 

suddenly switch from defense to offense and take the initiative to attack it, forcing it to land on the 

ground again. It could not fly at all. 

 

After this exchange, both sides really reached a stalemate. 

 

Although Liao Zixuan couldn’t beat him, he could still delay the other party. This was also his original 

goal. 

 

Originally, the script in front of him had developed according to Liao Zixuan’s heart. 

 

But until a voice suddenly sounded in his heart, it changed the situation. 

 

“Hey, you are…The wolf cub that was with Vivian?” 

 

Is this Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon talking to me? 

 

NO! 

 

It was not a bone dragon, but… 

 

“You’re Bei… The remnant soul of Bishop Eugenia?” Liao Zixuan almost blurted out the Witch Bella’s real 

name. 

 

Had she not been digested by Fallen Abyss? 

 

Hiss… 

 

Wait a minute! 

 



Liao Zixuan suddenly remembered. It seemed that when he went to purify the Earth Silver Wolves, he 

interfered with the absorption of the Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon. Could it be that Bella still retained a 

trace of consciousness? As expected of a witch! 

 

After all, the soul that the Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon had absorbed was only one of Bella’s clones. 

 

From this, it could be seen how powerful the Thousand-faced Witch Bella’s true body was. 

 

On the other side, seeing that she was recognized by Liao Zi Xuan, the Witch Bella immediately 

confirmed Liao Zits identity. 

 

Then, the witch let out a surprised sound. 

 

“You… I remember that you were still in your infancy a few days ago, but you can actually transform into 

a human now?? ? 

 

“Even if it’s a Transcendent monster’s cub, it would take a long time to do it, right?” 

 

“You…” 

 

The Witch Bella was shocked by Liao Zixuan’s growth speed, but now was not the time to chat and ask 

questions. 

 

“Forget it, you…l remember Vivian calling you…Blackie, how can you be a bad person? 

 

Bella’s seductive voice sounded in the next second. 

 

“Xiao Hei, are you willing to make a deal with me?” 

 

“Promise me one condition, and I will help you restrain this Bone Dragon for the time being so that you 

can leave safely. How about it?” 



 

Haha. 

 

Every veteran player who played Fallen God knew that never, ever make a deal with a witch! 

 

Liao Zixuan was filled with contempt. 

 

After that. 

 

“Tell me, what conditions do you want?” Liao Zixuan promised that he was just asking and would not go 

in…Bah, not serious. 

 

“Why don’t you kick that little bitch and follow me?” 

 

“Don’t look at how miserable big sister looks right now. In reality, if the real me were here, even if there 

were a hundred of these little bone dragons, I would be able to tear them apart and use them as a bun. 

 

“Farewell.” Liao Zixuan narrowly dodged another attack from the bone dragon. 

 

After seeing that the conditions she hoped for the most were fruitless, Bella spoke her true condition. 

 

How about this, I’ll give you another one. After that, I’ll detonate this soul clone of mine to help you stun 

this little bone dragon. Then, before you escape, you can take the opportunity to take away the 

remaining Witch’s Seed after my soul is detonated and give it to your little village girl, Vivian. How about 

that?” ” Witch’s Seed?!” When Liao Zixuan heard this name, he was shocked. 

 

This was because this was something that could only be obtained very late in the game. It was extremely 

precious and the only way to change to the absolutely powerful hidden class, Witch. 

 

Even in Liao Zixuan’s previous life, the number of players in the world who had the Witch profession did 

not exceed a single digit. It was said that not only did it have an extremely difficult and long mission 



chain, but the worst thing was that the player’s gender had to be female…Uh, this request didn’t seem 

too much. 

 

But in short… 

 

Liao Zixuan admitted that he was suddenly a little tempted. 

 

However, he did not agree immediately. Instead, he pretended to ask, “Witch’s 

 

Seed? What is that? What do you want with Vivian?” 

 

” The Witch’s Seed is the source of us witches. Yes, that’s right. I am the legendary witch. What am I 

going to do to Vivian…” 

 

“Don’t worry, I won’t harm her. Just like what I told you at the beginning, I want… Accept her as a 

disciple! Let her become the successor of my Witch! 

 

F * ck! 

 

She persuaded her to be a witch and said that she would not harm her! Liao Zixuan had completely 

forgotten that a certain someone seemed to be the same. 

 

However… 

 

It was another matter whether he took the Witch’s Seed or not, but now, Witch Bella’s words made Liao 

Zixuan have a bold idea again. 

 

“I promise you.” 

 

“However, I need to change my conditions. 



 

“Change what?” 

 

“You have to use more force when you self-destruct. Try to paralyze this Bone Dragon for a few more 

seconds because I’ve decided. After playing with it for so long, I’ve almost achieved my goal of 

familiarizing myself with the human body. 

 

Liao Zixuan said as he stopped dodging the bone dragon’s attacks. 

 

When the huge dragon body of the Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon rushed towards him again, Liao Zixuan 

finally smiled at Bella and said, 

 

“So next…” 

 

“I don’t want to be human anymore!” 

Chapter 108: Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon, Destroyed! 1 

 

 

 

A heatwave. 

 

A rolling heat wave. 

 

The Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon only felt a sudden burst of hot air from the tiny human in front of it, 

pushing it away. 

 

Immediately after, a white mist that blotted out the sky and covered the surroundings of the human 

opposite him. 

 

From the perspective of the Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon, the heat emitted by this human was rising at 

a terrifying speed that did not belong to a human. 



 

When Liao Zixuan gave up on his human body and turned to show his true body as a demon. 

 

It was just the heat that leaked out at the beginning of the transformation. 

 

It was absolutely hot, and the moisture in the forest air around it evaporated in an instant, forming a 

raging, explosive white mist vapor. 

 

The skin, flesh, and blood that belonged to humans all melted and disappeared under the heat wave. 

 

Only the bones began to crazily expand and transform. With each change in the structure, new demonic 

flesh and blood were born, crisscrossing and spiraling. 

 

Any muscle tissue within them would contain strength that was several times greater than that of their 

human form. 

 

It was as if Liao Zixuan was a compressed package that had been compressed to the limit when he had 

transformed into a human. What he was doing now was to unpack the compressed package intact. 

 

Although the entire process seemed complicated and tedious, in reality, it only took a few breaths. 

 

A few moments later, a huge black shadow that was no smaller than the Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon, 

which was several stories tall, appeared in the center of the white fog in the forest. 

 

Roar… 

 

He subconsciously pulled away from the huge black shadow that appeared in the white fog. 

 

For the first time, the Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon lowered its mouth and let out a low, dangerous roar. 

 



Its instinct and the judgment of Fallen Abyss ‘will were driving the bone dragon to leave quickly and not 

fight with the unknown shadow. 

 

Although he was unwilling, even the Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon was still a dragon after all. It had the 

pride of a dragon. How could it be scared away before even seeing its true appearance? 

 

However, Fallen Abyss’s will was above everything else. After struggling for a while, the Bone Dragon 

still flapped its wings obediently and prepared to escape. 

 

However, it was this slight hesitation that caused it to lose its last chance. 

 

Liao Zixuan, who had already made up his mind to work with Bella and eat the Fallen Abyss Bone 

Dragon, would not let it leave just like that. 

 

Thump! 

 

The first thing to step out of the white fog was a huge black claw. It only took a 

 

step forward, but the powerful force it carried had already caused the forest ground to cave in, emitting 

a muffled sound. 

 

Then, the black wolf’s head, which was larger than an ordinary village house, poked out from the white 

fog. Its dark golden wolf pupils locked onto the bone dragon that was about to take flight. 

 

Shua! 

 

The sound of air being torn apart rang out. 

 

The giant black wolf moved. 

 



With a speed that should not belong to his huge size, he charged towards the Fallen Abyss Skeleton 

Dragon. 

 

Previously, the Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon had used its size advantage to attack Liao Zixuan wave 

after wave. 

 

And now, Liao Zixuan, who was under the Dark Flame Wolf, did the same. 

 

Don’t you like bumping into people? 

 

Then come! 

 

Now that everyone is a giant beast, let’s see how it goes!! 

 

Bang! 

 

The sound of an explosion resounded throughout the Dreadclaw Forest. 

 

After accelerating to the extreme, the giant black wolf jumped up from the ground. Liao Zixuan pressed 

his entire wolf body onto the bone dragon that had just risen from the ground. 

 

How could the Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon withstand it with its small body? 

 

That’s right, in Liao Zixuan’s eyes, this Bone Dragon was already considered a small body. 

 

After all, it was just an empty skeleton without any flesh or blood. It did not even have a point to deflect 

the force. How could it withstand the full-force collision of a giant wolf that weighed at least a thousand 

tons? 

 

Boom! 



 

The two huge creatures crashed back to the ground from midair, and the entire forest seemed to have 

caused a strong earthquake. 

 

Liao Zixuan didn’t feel anything. After all, he was the one who led the attack. When he fell back to the 

ground, he was the one who pressed the bone dragon under his body and used it as a cushion. 

 

On the other hand, the Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon was in a much more miserable state. 

 

First, it was hit by the black wolf, and then, what was even more fatal was the fall. The two monsters 

added up to almost 10,000 tons of weight, almost causing the bone dragon to fall apart. 

 

Liao Zixuan also understood the principle of taking the dragon’s life when the dragon was sick. 

 

Although the Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon seemed to be suppressed by him the entire time, if he really 

allowed the other party to recover from its stunned state and seriously resist, Liao Zixuan would also be 

unable to withstand it. 

 

The best proof was that he could no longer suppress the Bone Dragon under him. 

 

Even though Liao Zixuan used his strong front claws to firmly press down on the two sides of the bone 

dragon, there were still several bloody holes on the fur of his front claws that were pierced by bone 

spikes. 

 

At the same time, Liao Zixuan tried to bite the bone dragon’s neck directly. One had to know that his 

bite force was very terrifying when he used all his strength, but in the end, he still failed. He couldn’t 

bite at all. On the contrary, the other party’s hedgehog-like bone spikes almost caused Liao Zixuan’s 

mouth to bleed profusely. 

 

There was a difference of 10 levels in level, but it still brought about a difference in attributes that could 

not be ignored. 

 

Just as the Bone Dragon was about to get up.. 



 

Finally, at this time, he and Liao Zixuan agreed to meet Bella and take action. 

 

“Don’t forget our deal!” 

 

After taking one last deep look at this black wolf that was probably only in its growth stage and was 

already so terrifying, Bella left these words in Liao 

 

Zixuan’s heart, directly detonating her remnant soul in the Fallen Abyss Bone 

 

Dragon. 

 

Boom! 

 

This time, it was a soundless sound. 

 

The Bone Dragon, which had been struggling more and more violently just a moment ago, seemed to 

have suddenly been hit by a heavy stick. All the strength in its body was instantly emptied. The Bone 

Dragon’s mind went blank because of Bella’s soul explosion. At least for a few seconds, it completely lost 

control of its body. 

 

The Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon was like a Boss whose network cable had been pulled out. 

 

Liao Zixuan had been waiting for this moment. 

 

The giant black wolf changed its movements. Its claws were no longer pressing down on the sides of the 

bone dragon. Instead, it suddenly stretched forward. Liao Zixuan directly used his powerful claws to 

forcefully pry open the bone dragon’s jaws, exposing the fragile interior of the bone dragon’s body. 

 

Then, in an instant, all the heat in its body was mobilized. At this moment, its entire body was like a 

boiling furnace. 



 

Immediately after, this high-temperature heat energy that could melt everything was gathered in the 

black wolf’s mouth. 

 

Liao Zixuan aimed his wolf head at the skeletal dragon’s jaws. 

 

The threat of death caused the Fallen Abyss Skeleton Dragon to wake up faster. It even woke up from 

Bella’s soul explosion in advance and regained control of its body. 

 

However, it was too late. 

 

This was because the signature power of the Dark Flame Wolf was also one of the reasons why it was 

called a taboo. Dark Flame Rays that could burn everything had already been spat out from the Black 

Wolf’s mouth. 

 

The scorching black flames followed the mouth, throat, and abdomen of the Fallen Abyss Skeleton 

Dragon that had been forcefully torn open, all the way down until it completely penetrated the entire 

body of the dragon, shattering its connecting structure from the inside. 

 

He couldn’t even roar. 

 

There was only a mournful whimper left, and the sound became softer and weaker. 

 

As the dark flames filled its entire body, even the power of the Fallen Abyss could no longer save the 

Bone Dragon’s life. 

 

Kacha… 

 

Kacha kacha kacha… 

 

In the end, the crimson eyes of the dragon dimmed completely. All the bones in its body collapsed and 

disintegrated, turning into dust that dissipated in the air. 



 

[Ding! Your summoned beast, Little Black, has killed the Level 40 Fallen Abyss 

 

Bone Dragon.] 

 

[Ding, you have obtained 210,000 experience points.] 

 

[Ding! You have obtained the Fallen Abyss Core item. You have 5 minutes left 

 

before you disappear.] 

 

[Ding….] 

Chapter 109: The Core of Fallen Abyss and the Witch’s Seed 

 

 

 

Killing the BOSS of a higher level gave him a generous amount of experience points. A series of system 

notifications sounded in Liao Zixuan’s mind. 

 

After returning to his human form, Liao Zixuan sat down on the ground and panted heavily. 

 

Although this battle seemed to be very short and not difficult, Liao Zixuan knew that if Bella did not self-

destruct and give him enough time to attack, he would not have been able to kill this Fallen Abyss Bone 

Dragon even if he fought with his true body. 

 

However, no one cared about the process. The result was the most important. 

 

Liao Zixuan’s face revealed an excited expression. 

 

Now, it was time to count the spoils of war. 



 

In addition to the massive amount of experience points rewarded by the system, Liao Zixuan was more 

interested in the two things in front of him. 

 

One of them was the Fallen Abyss Core item that had been notified by the system. 

 

At the center of the skeleton dragon’s corpse, which had long fallen apart, was a cluster of black crystal 

substance that was hovering in a spiral and emitting an extremely evil and strange aura. 

 

The core of Fallen Abyss. 

 

Only when Fallen Abyss Lord, the source of the current Mana Tide, descended would there be a chance 

of dropping it. The probability was very low. 

 

Liao Zixuan did not expect that a mere Level 40 Fallen Abyss Bone Dragon would drop him. 

 

No… 

 

As for the use of the Fallen Abyss Core, even with his rich gaming experience, he was not very clear. 

 

Firstly, its drop rate was very low and extremely rare. After all, the prerequisite for its appearance was 

the descent of the Fallen Abyss, and every time the Fallen Abyss descended, it was equivalent to a huge 

disaster like an earthquake and tsunami. 

 

As for the second reason, just like the system’s introduction, it had a time limit. After the host died, it 

could only exist for a maximum of five minutes before completely dissipating into the air. 

 

“Forget it.” 

 

“It’s better not to touch such unlucky things. 

 



Liao Zixuan wanted to give it a try several times, trying to touch the black crystal that was gradually 

shrinking, but in the end, he still withdrew his hand. 

 

If he did not seek death, he would not die. 

 

He temporarily put aside this Fallen Abyss core of unknown use and then looked at the second spoils of 

war. 

 

Uh, although it was a spoils of war, it should be called the Witch’s gift. 

 

Just as Bella had said before, after she detonated her own soul, the remaining witch’s seed remained. 

 

Although it was called the Witch’s Seed, it did not really look like a seed. 

 

Instead, it was a box that was glowing with a demonic purple light. 

 

When Liao Zixuan walked in and took the box, the system notification immediately sounded. 

 

[You have obtained the Witch’s Seed class advancement tool. Do you want to use it immediately?) 

 

[Witch’s Seed] [Rarity: Epic] 

 

[Description: Legend has it that every witch in the world will be nurtured in their bodies. They are 

unique to the witch’s power. They are not within the nine elemental systems. They are mysterious and 

strange. Someone has captured, imprisoned, studied how to control, and even mass-produced witches, 

but in the end, they all ended in failure. Even the witch herself can only choose an heir, bury the seed, 

and give help. However, no matter what, only the heir can become a real witch.] [Effect: After using it, 

the Witch class mission chain will be activated.] 

 

[Usage Restriction: Female] 

 



Witch’s Seed! 

 

Even Liao Zixuan had never seen this before. Legend had it that it was listed as one of the top ten 

mysterious props in God Fall. 

 

After all, it was limited to female players. Even if he wanted to experience it in his previous life, he could 

not. 

 

Although he could no longer rely on the experience in his mind to help him, Liao Zixuan did not care. 

After quickly reading the system description, he summarized two key points. 

 

Firstly, only after the successor had awakened could she become a Demoness. 

 

This should be the most crucial part. It was not just about completing the chain of missions. If he really 

wanted Vivian to become a witch, the girl’s own wishes were also very important. 

 

Secondly, someone had attempted to conduct research on the Demoness lineage, hoping to mass-

produce Demonesses. 

 

This was something that many players would overlook. 

 

After all, most people treated the system’s introduction as nonsense, but Liao Zixuan knew very well 

that many hidden information and hints happened to be here. 

 

Interesting… 

 

This information was something that even he did not know. In the game’s storyline in his previous life, 

the players were only shown the horror and terror of the witch, but there was no mention of other 

organizations secretly hunting and researching the witch in God Fall. 

 

Did this mean that if Vivian really became a witch, then the girl would have to face the threat of such a 

mysterious organization? 



 

Liao Zixuan frowned. 

 

That was because they could even capture and imprison the Demoness, who was abnormally strong per 

person. One could imagine the power and background of their organization. They were probably on par 

with the Nine Gods. 

 

Indeed, the Witch class was definitely a hidden class among hidden classes, and it belonged to the 

category of extraordinary classes. 

 

What was a Transcendent class? 

 

Take Vivian’s current Summoner class as an example. A Summoner was a common class, and it had a 

class cap of level 30. 

 

If a character wanted to level up again, which was also the so-called step into Transcendent, they had to 

have a Transcendent class. Otherwise, they would be stuck for life. 

 

For example, Liao Zixuan knew about the extraordinary branch of the Summoner profession. There was 

the Shaman profession that summoned the power of the elements, or the Druid profession that 

borrowed the power of nature. Of course, there were also more unorthodox professions, such as the 

Doomsday Prophet profession that enslaved the power of demons. 

 

Every Extraordinary class had a different growth limit. For example, a Shaman could only reach level 50, 

while a Druid could reach level 55. 

 

Even though he could change his class halfway through or even evolve into an extraordinary class, the 

price was very high. 

 

Therefore, before becoming a Transcendent, not only did he have to find a way to obtain a 

Transcendent class, he also had to carefully choose the path with the strongest potential. 

 

By the way. 



 

According to Liao Zixuan’s understanding, the highest female player who had obtained the Witch class at 

that time seemed to have exceeded level 60. 

 

This meant that the maximum level limit of the Witch profession was at least level 60, or even higher! 

 

There was no doubt that if Liao Zixuan had to choose, letting Vivian become a 

 

Transcendent as a Witch would be the best choice. 

 

But now… 

 

After knowing that there was such a huge risk hidden behind becoming a 

 

Demoness, Liao Zixuan was a little hesitant. 

 

“Sigh, forget it. I don’t care!” 

 

“Let that silly girl decide for herself! 

 

Vivian had the player’s game system, so Liao Zixuan was not afraid that the little girl’s mind and 

personality would be affected by the Witch’s Seed. 

 

After storing the Witch’s Seed in his game backpack, Liao Zixuan looked at the core of the Fallen Abyss. 

He had pondered for so long just now, and he reckoned that the core should have been fast by now… 

 

F * ck! 

 

Liao Zixuan’s eyes widened, and his heart beat wildly. 

 



That was because, as he had expected, the core of Fallen Abyss had indeed disappeared. 

 

However… 

 

However, the way it disappeared was completely beyond Liao Zixuan’s imagination. 

 

“You…” 

 

“You can’t eat that, Shirley!” 

 

“You… You heartless, silly Wolf Girl!” 

 

“Spit it out!” 

 

“Spit it out!” 

Chapter 110: She Knows Too Much! 

 

 

 

Could he spit out what he had eaten? 

 

Of course not. 

 

It was already too late for Liao Zixuan to shout. 

 

All that was left for him was Cher’s blinking eyes, which were filled with confusion and innocence. 

 

It looked like he was saying. 

 



So it can’t be eaten? 

 

But… 

 

It does taste good, doesn’t it? 

 

Shirley licked her lips as if she was savoring the taste of the food, revealing a human-like expression of 

enjoyment. It was as if she had not eaten enough 

 

and wanted more. 

 

On the other side, seeing Xue Li’s reaction, Liao Zixuan’s nervousness and worry gradually disappeared. 

 

What replaced it was a strong sense of curiosity. 

 

Was this for real? 

 

One had to know that the core of the Fallen Abyss was not something that any creature could touch. It 

did contain terrifying power, but as a price, the Bone 

 

Dragon that was originally a Mystic Tyrannosaurus had become a bloodied dragon. It was the best 

example. 

 

Only Fallen Abyss could use its power. 

 

However, speaking of this… 

 

Xue Li’s body seemed to be able to coexist with the remnants of Fallen Abyss… 

 

Could it be… 



 

With a strong sense of anticipation, he wanted to check Shirley’s body to see if there were any new 

changes and what new abilities she had obtained. 

 

However, as if she had noticed Liao Zixuan’s change in attitude, Xue Li’s expression suddenly changed as 

he approached her. 

 

He saw that his original comfortable and enjoyable appearance had completely disappeared. 

 

It was as if she had been eating blindly. The side effects of the Fallen Abyss core finally erupted in her 

body. In just a few seconds, Shirley’s expression turned sharp and she began to suffer. 

 

Then, before Liao Zixuan could react to this sudden change. 

 

The black and white silver wolf lay on the ground and began to twitch, rolling and twisting. 

 

Even further back, as if she was enduring some sort of torture, Xue Li’s wolf claws gripped the ground 

tightly, and more and more deep claw marks appeared on her left and right. 

 

This scared Liao Zixuan. 

 

He instantly forgot about his curiosity, whether Xue Li had absorbed the power of the Fallen Abyss, and 

whether she had gained a new ability. 

 

He was only thinking about one thing right now, Xue Li’s safety! 

 

Liao Zixuan’s figure flickered, and in the next moment, he arrived at Xue Li’s side at his fastest speed. 

 

Then, he anxiously placed his hand on Shirley’s body. Through touch, he immediately used the system 

interface to check Shirley’s physical condition. 

 



And then… 

 

Hmm, how should I put it. 

 

Liao Zixuan’s expression changed rapidly. 

 

At first, he frowned in confusion. Then, as if he had finally realized something, it turned into a subtle 

twitch of the corner of his mouth. In the end, Liao Zixuan was completely expressionless. 

 

All the nervousness and anxiety from before, even saying that he would save Xue Li at all costs, and all 

the other emotions had disappeared. 

 

Good fellow! 

 

What a good fellow! 

 

If not for the system interface, he would have been fooled by this little she-wolf that was about to 

become a spirit! 

 

However, Xue Li had no idea that she had been exposed. 

 

When she felt Liao Zixuan’s hand on her body, Xue Li quickly lowered her aura. 

 

She also seemed to have noticed that Liao Zixuan’s attitude towards her was not as obvious as before. 

Xue Li immediately started a new round of acting. 

 

She trembled as if she was trying her best to reach her wolf claws towards Liao Zixuan, as if she wanted 

to hold Liao Zixuan’s hand before leaving this world. 

 

Xue Li closed her eyes, as if she was dying of illness. She let out a weak and sorrowful cry at Liao Zixuan. 



 

wu… 

 

Wuuuu… 

 

Sob, sob, sob… 

 

Xue Li wailed for a long time, but she did not get the response she had expected from Liao Zixuan. 

 

Thus, in her confusion, when she quietly opened her eyes again and stole a glance, the whimper 

changed its tone. 

 

vvu… nun.’ Wuwuwu? 

 

Wu wu wu! 

 

He saw that there was no trace of Liao Zixuan beside him. 

 

Liao Zixuan directly left her behind and turned around to leave without hesitation. He saw that she was 

getting further and further away and was about to leave… 

 

Xue Li finally couldn’t pretend anymore. 

 

He was twitching, rolling on the ground, and scratching the ground with his wolf claws. All of them 

disappeared in less than a second. 

 

Xue Li seemed to know that she had been exposed. She had gone too far and made Liao Zixuan angry 

and unhappy. 

 



After successfully absorbing the power of the Fallen Abyss Core, although its race did not evolve again, 

its level had taken a huge leap. It had entered the mature stage from the growth stage… 

 

In a moment of desperation, Xue Li actually began to shrink her wolf body. 

 

The black and white silver wolf was nowhere to be seen. 

 

There was only a white-haired, black-eyed, slender, yet powerful, delicate girl who exuded a wild 

beauty. 

 

“Boil… 

 

“Boil… Benevolent…” 

 

This was the first time Xue Li had transformed, and also the first time she had tried to use her throat to 

produce human syllables. Even though she was still very unfamiliar with it and seemed to be stumbling, 

Xue Li still shouted anxiously at Liao Zixuan’s back as he walked away in anger. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Humph. 

 

Liao Zixuan also heard Xue Li’s voice, which sounded like a child’s voice just learning to speak. 

 

What, so what if he learned how to transform? 

 

It was really amazing. 

 

Don’t look at Liao Zi Xuan and the little phoenix, and now the new addition of Shirley, they are 

monsters, but it seems to be very easy to transform into a human. 



 

But in reality, the first two monsters were forbidden monsters, so this wasn’t within the scope of 

consideration. As for Cher, if she was from the same monster race as the Silver Earth Wolf, then even if 

Cher grew up her entire life, she wouldn’t be able to transform. 

 

Other than their abnormal bloodlines, only monsters that had stepped into the supernatural realm had 

the possibility of transforming. However, just like humans, there was a limit to their professions, and so 

was the race of monsters. Many monsters could not touch the supernatural realm for the rest of their 

lives. 

 

It could be said that Xue Li’s future was already limitless just because she was able to transform into a 

human and had the ability to learn the endless knowledge of humans. 

 

According to the standards of Fallen God, Cher was at least on the verge of becoming an Epic Boss. 

However, hehe. 

 

So what? 

 

Do you really think that I’ll forgive your previous deception just because you called me that?? 

 

Impossible! 

 

Liao Zixuan had already made up his mind. As Xue Li’s strength increased, the little female wolf’s 

thoughts became more and more. If he didn’t treat her properly, wouldn’t she turn the world upside 

down in the future? 

 

He couldn’t be bothered with her! 

 

He would first leave her to reflect on herself! 

 

At first, Liao Zixuan thought so. 

 



However… 

 

He couldn’t help but turn his head, wanting to see what Shirley would look like after she transformed 

into a human. 

 

And then… 

 

Gulp. 

 

It should be the sound of someone subconsciously swallowing. 

 

The translucent milky white skin was smooth and delicate, without a trace of coarseness. 

 

He had a straight nose bridge and bright cherry lips. 

 

Under her long eyelashes, Xue Li’s originally bright and large eyes were still filled with grief and sorrow. 

 

Of course, there was no need to mention those straight and slender thighs, those snow-white hair that 

made people unable to stop. 

 

No, I can’t continue reading. If I continue reading, I’ll be 404! 

 

“You… You, you, you are doing this in broad daylight. How dare you! How dare you! 

 

“You…” 

 

“Where are your clothes?” 

 

Liao Zixuan was exasperated. 



 

He pointed his finger at the naked Xue Li who was kneeling on the ground, and he was so angry that he 

could only tremble. 

 

He never expected Xue Li to have such a trick up her sleeve. 

 

Despicable! 

 

Too despicable! 

 

Liao Zixuan only felt that his original agreement that he would not forgive Xue Li so easily and that he 

would use a cold attitude to scare her and punish her was melting like snowflakes under the scorching 

sun. This was not because Liao Zixuan was not determined. 

 

It’s Shirley, she’s… 

 

She knew too well! 

 


